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Abstract 
Engelfriet, J., A regular characterization of graph languages definable in monadic second-order 
logic, Theoretical Computer Science 88 (1991) 139-150. 
The class of monadic second-order definable graph languages is the smallest class containing certain 
elementary graph languages, and closed under the boolean set operations and under projections. 
This holds for many restricted types of graphs. 
0. Introduction 
In [2,7] a strong relationship is established between monadic second-order arith- 
metic and finite automata working on strings. In particular, the class of (string) 
languages definable in monadic second-order logic is precisely the class of regular 
languages. In [6, 111 the analogous result was shown for labeled trees: the tree 
languages definable in monadic second-order logic are precisely the regular tree 
languages (accepted by bottom-up finite tree automata). For a survey of such results, 
see [12]. Recently, through the results of [4, 10, I], monadic second-order properties 
of graphs have become important (e.g. to obtain polynomial algorithms on graphs); 
see the survey of [S]. A result similar to those above does not exist for graph 
languages, for the trivial reason that there is no agreement on what would be the class 
of “regular graph languages”, and, in particular, that there is no accepted notion of 
“finite graph automaton”. In this paper we show that the class of monadic second- 
order graph languages can be characterized as the smallest class containing certain 
elementary graph languages, and closed under the boolean set operations and under 
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projections (or relabelings). This is a “projective” characterization that is similar to 
existing characterizations of the regular string or tree languages [7,6]. In fact, we 
show that the same characterization also holds for strings and trees, and for many 
other restricted types of graphs. 
Intuitively, the result is not very surprising: the boolean set operations correspond 
to the propositional connectives, the projections to existential quantification, and the 
elementary languages to the atomic formulas of the logic. Moreover, its proof is 
elementary and uses known techniques. Nevertheless, the result may be useful in 
formal language-theoretic or automata-theoretic nvestigations of the class of mon- 
adic second-order graph properties. Also, it may give some more insight into several 
related results, such as those mentioned above for strings and trees. 
1. Graphs and graph languages 
The graphs that we consider are directed graphs of which both the nodes and the 
edges are labeled. Multiple edges and loops are allowed. Formally, such graphs are 
defined as follows. Let A and r be (finite) alphabets of node labels and edge labels, 
respectively. A graph over A and r is a tuple g = ( V, E, p, Cl), where V is the set of nodes, 
E is the set of edges (disjoint with I’), p: E-+ Vx r x V is the incidence function, and 
0: V-PA is the node-labeling function. We say that an edge e with p(e)=(u, y, o) is an 
edge from u to u, with label y, and we say that a node u has label 8(u). For a graph g, its 
components are also denoted by I’,, E,, pg and 8,. The set of all graphs over A and r is 
denoted GR(A, r). Note that graphs are not necessarily finite. A set of graphs will also 
be called a graph language. More precisely, a set L of graphs is a graph language if
there are alphabets A and r such that LsGR(A, r). 
2. Monadic second-order logic for graphs 
Let A and r be alphabets. We use a monadic second-order logical language 
MSOL,, r-r each closed formula of which expresses a property of the graphs in 
GR(A, r). Thus, such a formula defines the graph language consisting of all graphs 
that satisfy the formula (do not confuse a logical language with a graph language!) 
MSOLA, r has node variables, denoted by u, v, . . . , and node-set variables, denoted by 
U, I’, . . . For a given graph g, each node variable ranges over the elements of V,, and 
each node-set variable ranges over the subsets of I’,. There are four types of atomic 
formulas in MSOL,, r : lab,(u), for every UEA, edge,(u, v), for every y~r, U=V and 
UEU (where u and u are node variables and U is a node-set variable). Their meaning 
should be clear: u has label a, there is an edge from u to v with label y, u and u are 
equal, and u is an element of U, respectively. The formulas of the language are 
constructed from the atomic formulas through the propositional connectives A, v , 1, 
-F, and the quantifiers 3 and V, as usual. A formula is closed if it has no free variables. 
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For a closed formula 4 of MSOL,,, and a graph gEGR(A, Z), we write gQ if 
g satisfies 4. The graph language dejined by 4 is L(4)= { gEGR(A, f) 1 gk4 >. By MS0 
we denote the class of all monadic second-order definable graph languages, i.e. MS0 is 
the class of all graph languages L for which there exist alphabets A and r, and a closed 
formula 4 of MSOLA,r such that L= L(4). 
Technical remark: If q!~ is a formula of MSOL,,,, and B and A are alphabets such 
that A E B and r E A, then L(4) is also definable by a formula II/ of MSOLB, d; in fact, 
II/ is the conjunction of 4 with all formulas Vu: -J lab,(u) for all bEB-A, and all 
formulas VU, u: 1 edged(u, u) for all SEA -l-. 
Note that since the language MSOL,, r has no edge variables, it cannot distinguish 
between multiple edges e, and e2 with p(e1)=p(e2). For this reason one might 
consider it to be more natural, when using MSOLa,r, to restrict attention to graphs 
without such edges. This will be done in Section 6 (together with other restrictions). 
A language with edge (and edge-set) variables is discussed in Section 8. 
3. Operations on graph languages 
Graph languages can be constructed from certain elementary graph languages by 
way of a few easy operations. We first discuss the elementary graph languages. Let 
A and r be alphabets, and let a, bE A and YET. The language L,, ,. (a, y, b) is defined by 
LA,r(a, y, b)= {geGR(A, r)l there exist U, UE Vg and ee_E, such that p(e)=(U, y, u), 
e,(u)= a, and 0,(u)= b}. In words, this language consists of all graphs g that contain 
a y-labeled edge from an a-labeled node to a b-labeled node. The elementary graph 
languages are defined as follows: 
- GR(A, r) is elementary for all alphabets A and r, and 
- L,,,(a, y, b) is elementary for all alphabets A and r, and every (a, y, b)eA x r x A. 
We now turn to the operations. Apart from ordinary set intersection and set 
difference, we allow all node projections (or relabelings), formally defined as follows. 
A node projection is a mapping h:B-+C, where B and C are arbitrary (node label) 
alphabets. For every graph g, the graph h(g) is defined by h(g)=( V,, E,, ,u~, 0) where, 
for every UE V,, O(u)=h(O,(u)) if B,(u)EB, and @u)=~,(u) otherwise. For a graph 
language L, h(L)= {h(g) 1 gEL). A class K of graph languages is closed under node 
projections if h(L)EK for every node projection h and every LEK. 
Let PREG be the smallest class of graph languages that contains all elementary 
graph languages and is closed under set intersection, set difference and node projec- 
tions. A graph language is projectiuely regular if it is an element of PREG. 
4. PREG is included in MS0 
In this and the next section we show that a graph language is monadic second-order 
definable if and only if it is projectively regular. The easiest part of the proof is to show 
that every projectively regular graph language is monadic second-order definable. 
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Let A and r be alphabets. The graph language GR(A, r) is definable by the formula 
(Vu: u=u) of MSOL,,= The language LA,r(a, y, b) is defined by the formula (3u, u: 
edge,(u, u) A lab,(u) A lab,(u)) of MSOLA, ,.. 
If L,=L(qb,) and L,=L(&), then LlnL2=L(41~+2), and L1-L2 
= L(dl A -14~). Note that, by the technical remark in Section 2, we may, in fact, 
assume that &1 and 42 are in the same MSOLA,r. 
Finally, let L c GR(A, r), and let h: B-C be a node projection. Clearly, we may 
assume that B=A, i.e. h: A+C. Let L be defined by the formula 4 of MSOLA, r. We 
have to show that h(L) is definable by a formula $ of MSOLc, r . Intuitively, to find 
out whether a graph gEGR(C, r) is of the form h(g’) with g’EL, we first have to guess 
a graph g’EGR(A, r) with h(g’)= g. It suffices to guess the labels of the nodes of g in g’ 
(because g’ is the same as g, except for its labels). This can be done by guessing, for 
each a~.4, the set U, of nodes of g with label a in g’, i.e. U,= (ue V, ( O,,(u)=a}. 
Necessary and sufficient requirements on such U, are that they form a partition of V, 
(with U, =$ allowed), and that, for every node UE I’,, if UE U,, then u has label h(a) in 
g. To check whether the so-guessed g’ is in L, i.e. satisfies $, it suffices to check whether 
g satisfies the formula 4 in which every atomic formula lab,(u) is replaced by UEU,. 
Formally, $ is defined as follows. Assume that A = {a(l), u(2), . . . , a(n)}. Then, Ic/ is the 
formula 3U1, Uz, . . . . U,: til A 11/2 A $3, where +I expresses that the Ui form a parti- 
tion, Ic/2 is the conjunction of all formulas Vu: UEUi + labhc,(;))(u), and e3 is the 
formula 4 in which every occurrence of an atomic formula lab,(;)(n) is replaced by the 
atomic formula UEUi. The formula 11/1 is the conjunction of the formula 
vu: L&u, v ... v UE U, with all formulas VU: 1 (UE Ui A UE Uj) for all i #j. Note that 
$ is a formula of GR(C, r). It should now be clear that L($) = h(L). This shows that 
PREG s MSO. 
5. MS0 is included in PREG 
To show that every monadic second-order graph language is projectively regular, 
we first replace MSOLA,r by a more convenient logical language MSOL>,r, cf. 
[ll, 121. This language has node-set variables U, V, .., , but no node variables. Its 
atomic formulas are: lab,(U), for every UEA, edge,( U, V), for every y~r, and U z V 
(where U and V are node-set variables). Their meaning is: U contains a node with 
label a, there is a y-labeled edge from some UE U to some UE V, and U is included in V, 
respectively. The formulas of MSOLL,, are constructed as usual with the proposi- 
tional connectives and the quantifiers. For a closed formula 4 of MSOLa,r, L(4) is 
defined as for MSOL,,r. We denote by MSO’ the class of all graph languages 
that are definable in MSOLa,r for some A and r. We will show that 
MS0 G MSO’ YZ PREG. 
To show that MSOGMSO’, we represent every node by a singleton node-set. 
For a node-set variable U, let sing(U) denote an MSOL’ formula expressing that 
U is a singleton. For instance, sing(U) is the formula 1 empty(U) A VV: 
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Vr U + (empty( V) v U E V), where empty(U) abbreviates the formula VW: U E W. 
Let, for every node variable u and every node-set variable U, u’ and U’ be node-set 
variables, in such a way that priming is a bijective operation. We now translate every 
MSOL formula 4 into an MSOL’ formula 4’ such that if 4 is closed, then so is 4’, and 
L(4’)=L(b). This is done by induction on the structure of 4, as follows: 
lab,(u) lab,(u’) 
edge,(u, 0) edge&u’, u’) 
ll=u l.l~~V~AV~~U~ 
UEU U’E U’ 
&A& @;A+; 
74 14’ 
34: c$ 324’: sing(u’) A 4’ 
3u: (p 3U’: 4’ 
It is left to the reader to prove that if the free variables of 4 and 4’ are given 
“corresponding” values (i.e. the value of U’ for 4 is the same as the value of U for 4, 
and the value of u’ for I#J’ is the singleton containing the value of u for 4), then 4 and 4’ 
receive the same truth value. This then implies that L(4’)=L(4) for closed formulas. 
It remains to show that MSO’s PREG. The most straightforward way to do this is 
to prove that L(~)EPREG by induction on the structure of the formula 4 of MSOL’. 
This forces us to define L(4) also for formulas with free variables. Clearly, a graph 
g can only satisfy a formula 4 if the values of its free variables are known. Thus, for 
every free variable U of 4 and every node u of g, we have to know whether or not u is 
in (the value of) U. Rather than specifying a set of nodes for each variable, we will 
specify a set of variables for each node. Incorporating these sets of variables into the 
labels of the nodes as extra information enables us to define L(4) as a set of graphs 
(rather than as a set of pairs (graph, valuation of variables)) and to treat existential 
quantification by node projection. We now formalize this. 
Let 4 be a formula of MSOL&, let g be a graph in GR(A, r), and let val be 
a mapping from the set of all variables to the set of subsets of V,. Then, (g, val)kd will 
mean that the formula g satisfies 4 when each free variable U of 4 is given the value 
val(U)E V,. 
For a (node label) alphabet A and a finite set X of node-set variables, we will also 
use A x 2’ as a node label alphabet, where 2’ is the set of all subsets of X. For a~,4, we 
identify (a, $)EA x 2’ with a. The node projections rcl and x2 are defined as usual: for 
every c=(a, Y)EA x2’, ni(c)=a and 7t2(c)= Y. 
For every formula 4 of MSOLL,r and every set X of node-set variables, the graph 
language dejined by $J and X is L(4, X)= (gEGR(A x 2’, F)) (x1(g), val,)b+}, where 
val,(U)={uEVg( UE~C~(~,(U))) for every node-set variable U. Note that for every 
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closed formula 4, L(4,g)=L($). W e now show by induction on the formula 
+MSOLk, ,- that L(4, X)EPREG for every X. Let A[X] denote A x 2’. 
This time we start with the induction step. Clearly, 
Now consider 4=3U:$,. In case UEX we rename U in 4 by another node-set 
variable not in X without changing ,C(4, X). Thus, we may assume that U#X. It is 
now easy to see that L(3U:4,, X)=n(L($,, Xu{ U))), where x:A[Xu{ U}]-+A[X] 
is the node projection with ~((a, Y))=(a, Y-{ U}). 
We now turn to the basis of the induction. 
- 4=lab,(U). Let C={CEA[X])~~~(C)= a and UEQ(C)}. Then L(4,X)= 
GR(A[X], T)-GR(A[X]-C, Z). Thus, L(4, X) is the difference of two elemen- 
tary graph languages. 
- $=edge,(U, I’). Let C,=(csA[X]) UEZ~(C)}, and similarly for Cy. Then, 
L($, X) is the union of all (elementary) graph languages LAtX1,(c, y, d) with ceCc 
and de Cv. 
- c$=UcV. Let C={cgA[X]I if UEX~(C), then V/~n,(c)}. Then L(4,X)= 
GR(C, r). 
This shows that MSO’cPREG, and concludes the proof of our main theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. MS0 = PREG. 
Restricting the node-set variables to range over finite sets of nodes (or singleton 
sets) results in the weak monadic second-order logic for graphs (or the first-order logic 
for graphs, respectively). Characterizations imilar to the one of Theorem 5.1 are 
obtained for these logics by turning node projections into partial functions, as follows. 
For a node projection h and a graph g, h(g) is only defined if the set 
{ UE I’, ( h(B,(u))#O,(u)} is finite (or a singleton, respectively). If this is the case, then 
h(g) is defined as before, and for every graph language L, h(L) = {h(g) 1 geL and h(g) is 
defined}. Thus, we put restrictions on the cardinality of the “domain of change” of h in 
g, i.e. the set of nodes of g of which the label is changed by h. It is left to the reader to 
extrapolate the proof of Theorem 5.1 to these cases (the proof in this section is correct; 
in Section 4, one should only guess the sets U, for which h(a)#a and change the 
construction of rl/ accordingly). 
6. Graphs of restricted form 
Not all graphs are always interesting. Thus, one may wish to know whether 
Theorem 5.1 also holds for graphs of restricted form, such as finite graphs, graphs 
without loops, acyclic graphs, trees, etc. We now show that Theorem 5.1 holds for 
quite a number of such restrictions. 
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Let p be a property of graphs, i.e. for every graph g, p(g) is either true or false. Let 
GR, be the class of all graphs that have property p. For a formula 4 of MSOLA, r we 
define L(4, p)=L(+)nGR,, i.e. L(& p)=(g~GR(,4, r)lgb@ and p(g)}. This means 
that, when defining a graph language with a formula 4, we restrict attention to the 
graphs with property p. By MSO, we denote the class of all such graph languages 
L(4, P). 
A characterization of MSO,, analogous to the one of Theorem 5.1, can easily be 
given for all properties that do not depend on the node labels of the graph. Property 
p is node-label-independent if, for every graph g and every node projection h, p(h(g)) if 
and only if p(g). For such properties it suffices, in the corresponding definition of 
a projectively regular graph language, to change the notion of an elementary graph 
language, as follows. A graph language L is p-elementary if L = L’nGR, for some 
elementary graph language L’. Again, this just means that we restrict attention to the 
graphs with property p. We now define PREG, to be the smallest class of graph 
languages that contains all p-elementary graph languages and is closed under intersec- 
tion, difference, and node projections. 
Theorem 6.1. For every node-label-independent property p, MSO,= PREG,. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 5.1, and the fact that the mapping 
that transforms L into LnGR, is a homomorphism with respect to intersection, 
difference, and node projections. In particular, since p is node-label-independent, 
h(L)nGR,= h(LnGR,) for every graph language L and every node projection h. q 
Some examples of node-label-independent properties of a graph g are the following: 
_ g is finite (i.e. both V, and E, are finite); 
- g has no loops (i.e. no edges e with p(e)=(u, y, v)); 
- g has no multiple edges (i.e. no two distinct edges e and e’ with p(e) =p(e’), or, more 
strongly, with p(e)=(u, y, v) and p(e’)=(u, y’, 0)); 
- g is symmetric (i.e. if g has an edge e with p(e)=(u, y, u), then it also has an edge e’ 
with p(e’)=(u, y, u); in other words, g is undirected); 
_ g is acyclic; and 
- g has edge label alphabet r (for a fixed r). 
In the last case it suffices to take all GR(A, r) and all L&a, y, b) as elementary 
languages for that fixed r. In fact, for T’cT, GR(A, r’) can be obtained by 
subtracting all LA,r(a, y, b) with YET--T’ from GR(A, r), and L,,rs(a, y, b)= 
LA,T (a, Y, bMW.4 0 
These examples how that the characterization holds in quite a number of special 
cases. Note that any boolean combination of node-label-independent properties is 
again node-label-independent. Two other cases of interest (in view of the classical 
results of [2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 111) are strings and trees. 
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7. Strings and trees 
We start with finite strings, and represent hem as graphs in the following obvious 
way. Let w=u1u2 . . . a, (n 2 0) be a string over the alphabet A, with uiEA. We represent 
w by the graph gr(w)=(V,E,p,@ with V={ui ,..., un}, E=(e, ,..., e,_i), p(ei)= 
(Ui, *, Ui+l) for l<i<n-1, and B(ai)=Ui for lQi<n. Thus, gr(w) is in GR(A, {*}), 
where * is used as a fixed (dummy) edge label. Note that for the empty string 2, gr(A) is 
the empty graph. We say that a graph g is a string graph if g is gr(w) for some string w. 
Thus, being a string graph is a property of graphs, and, obviously, it is a node- 
label-independent property. Hence, Theorem 6.1 holds for string graphs. From now 
on we will not distinguish any more between a string and a string graph. Thus, 
abbreviating the property of being a string by str, MSO,,, and PREG,,, are (equal) 
classes of string languages (as shown in [7]). 
MSO,,, is the (usual) class of monadic second-order definable string languages. In 
terms of strings over A, MSOL,,,,, is a language for expressing properties of strings. 
Intuitively, for a string a1 . . . a,, the variables u, v, . . . range over “occurrences”, i.e. 
elements of { 1,2, . . . , n}, and the variables U, I’, . . . over sets of occurrences, i.e. subsets 
of (1,2,..., n}. The atomic formulas are lab,(u), which means that u is an occurrence 
of symbol a, edge,(u, u), which means that u and v are neighboring occurrences, and 
u = u and UE U, with their usual meaning. 
PREG,,, is the class of projectively regular string languages. It is not difficult to see 
that it is the smallest class of string languages that contains all languages A* and 
A*ubA* (for every alphabet A, and every two symbols a, be A), and is closed under 
intersection, difference, and length-preserving string homomorphisms. Note that, 
since F = { *} is fixed, the remark at the end of Section 6 applies. 
For completeness, we will now show the (known) result that MSO,,, = REG, the 
class of regular string languages [2,7]. Obviously, since REG is closed under the 
boolean set operations and under homomorphisms, we immediately have that 
PREG,,, E REG. Thus, by Theorem 6.1 it remains to show that REG c MSO,,, . To 
prove this, let M =(Q, A, qin, F, 6) be a deterministic finite automaton accepting 
a language L(M) c A *, with set Q of states, input alphabet A, initial state qinEQ, set of 
final states FG Q, and transition function 6: Q x A+Q. For a string w=ulu2 . . . a,, 
with ui~A, let qiEQ be the state it4 arrives in after reading a, . . . qi, i.e. q1 =8(qin, ~1) 
and qi = 6(qi_ 1, ui) for all i > 1. Clearly, to find out whether or not WEL(M), it suffices 
to guess the qi, and check that they have the above properties, and that q,,EF. Let, for 
every qeQ, U(q) be a distinct node-set variable. Intuitively, U(q) is the set of all 
occurrences i such that qi = q. Thus, we wish the U(q) to be a partition of the set of all 
occurrences of the string (with U(q) = $ allowed). Let Q = (pl, . . . , pk}. Then, L(M) is 
defined by the formula Q, = 3U(p,), . . . , U(pk): 41 A 42 A rj3 A @4 A c#J~, where the $i are 
as follows. 
- $i expresses that the U(q) form a partition (see Section 4). 
- 42 expresses that q1 is guessed correctly. Let init be the formula 1%: 
edge,(v, u), which means that u is the first occurrence of the string. Then, 42 is the 
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conjunction of all formulas V’u: init A lab,(u)+ue U(G(qi”, a)), for all aeA. 
- +3 expresses that the qi are guessed correctly for i> 1. It is the conjunction of 
all formulas Vu, u: edge,(u, u) A u~U(q) A lab,(u)+ue:U(6(q, a)), for all qEQ and 
aeA. 
- cj4 expresses that q,,EF. Let fin(u) mean that u is the last occurrence of the 
string, i.e. 1%: edge,(u, u). Let F={f, ,..., fm}. Then, +4 is Vu: fin(u)+ 
(ue U(f1) v ... v UEU(fm)). 
- Finally, 45 handles the empty string. If qin$F, then 45 =(3u: u=u); if qi”EF, then 
4s = (Vu: u = u), i.e. 4s can be dropped. 
It should now be clear that L(4)=L(M). This shows the result. 
Proposition 7.1 (Biichi [2], Elgot [7]). REG = MSO,,, = PREG,,,. 
The equation REG = PREG,,,, shown in Theorem 3.6 of [7], gives a “projective” 
characterization of the regular languages: the class of regular string languages is the 
smallest class containing all languages A* and A*abA*, and closed under intersection, 
difference, and projections (i.e. length-preserving homomorphisms). 
For infinite strings, or o-strings, a result entirely similar to Proposition 7.1 can be 
shown, for the o-regular languages (accepted by Biichi automata), cf. [3, 121. As above 
for finite strings, this gives a projective characterization of the o-regular languages 
(similar to the one of Corollary 5 of [8]). 
We now turn to (ordered) trees. We consider the usual rooted directed trees such 
that every node is reachable from the root by precisely one directed path. The order in 
the tree is represented by using the natural numbers as edge labels: for every node of 
the tree we require that its m outgoing edges are distinctly labeled with the numbers 1, 
2 3 ..., m. Thus, a tree is a specific kind of graph in GR (A, (1,. . . , n >) for some A and n. 
Since the graph property of being a tree is node-label-independent, Theorem 6.1 holds 
for trees. Thus, denoting the property of being a tree by ‘tree’, MSO,,,, and PREG,,,, 
are (equal) classes of tree languages. Let REGT denote the class of regular (or 
recognizable) tree languages. The following result can be proved as for strings. 
Proposition 7.2 (Doner [6], Thatcher and Wright [ll]). 
REGT = MSO,,,, = PREG,,,, . 
As for strings, the equation REGT = PREG,,,, gives a projective characterization of 
the regular tree languages, which is very similar to the one of Theorem 1.15 of [6]. 
It is more usual to consider trees over A, where A is a ranked alphabet, i.e. the 
number of sons of a node is uniquely determined by its label. Unfortunately, this is not 
a node-label-independent property. Nevertheless, for ranked trees Proposition 7.2 
also holds, provided that one restricts the node projections to be rank-preserving. To 
show this, one has to go through the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
A result similar to Proposition 7.2 can also be shown for infinite trees [9, 121. 
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8. Edge quantification 
Up to now, to keep things simple, we have only allowed quantification over nodes. 
Let us now consider what happens if quantification is also allowed over edges and sets 
of edges (cf. [4, 5-J). In this case, for convenience, we take the same label alphabet A for 
both nodes and edges. In fact, restrictions on the labeling of nodes or edges can now be 
expressed in our logical language. We denote GR(A, A) by GR(A). 
One way to obtain a projective characterization of the new, more powerful, logical 
language would be to re-do the whole proof of Theorem 5.1. Another way, which will 
be followed here, is to use a coding, just as we did for strings. This time we represent 
graphs by graphs, but in such a way that nodes and edges are represented by nodes, 
whereas the incidence relations between nodes and edges are represented by edges. 
Formally, we fix r = {out, in, loop}, and we represent a graph geGR(A) by a graph 
gr(g)EGR(A, r), defined by gr(g)=( V, E, p, e), where 
- V= V&E,; 
- for XE V, B(x)=a if x has label a in g (i.e. either XE V, and BJx)=a, or XEE, and 
&x)=(u, a, u) for some u and u); 
- E = EoutUEinUEloop, where E,,, consists of all edges (u, out, e) such that e is an 
outgoing edge of node u in g, Ei, consists of all edges (e, in, u) such that e is an 
incoming edge of node u in g, and El,__, consists of all edges (e, loop, e) with eeE,. 
For every eeE, p(e)=e. 
It should be clear that gr is an injection from graphs to graphs. In particular, in gr(g) 
edges of g can be distinguished from nodes of g through the loops in Eloop. 
Since, obviously, “representing a graph” (i.e. being of the form gr(g) for some graph 
g) is a node-label-independent property of graphs, Theorem 6.1 can be used. Denoting 
this property by p, we obtain that MSO,= PREG,. Now, as we did for strings, we can 
interpret both MSO, and PREG, in terms of graphs g rather than their representa- 
tions gr(g), i.e. we consider MSO, =gr -I (MSO,) and PREG+=gr-’ (PREG,), 
where the + represents the addition of edge quantification (in [S] MS0 and MSO, 
are denoted by MSO, and MSO, respectively). 
Theorem 8.1. MS0 + = PREG, . 
Since the nodes of gr(g) represent both the nodes and edges of g, MSOL,+, (out,in,loopj 
can be viewed as a language for graphs in which both nodes and edges can be 
quantified. Thus, for a given graph g, the variables u, u, . . . range over V,uE,, and the 
variables U, V, . . . over subsets of VguE,. The atomic formula lab,(u) expresses that 
(node or edge) u has label a. Edges can be distinguished from nodes by the atomic 
formula edgeloop(U, u) which says that u is an edge. The atomic formulas edge&u, u) 
and edge,,(u, u) express the incidence relations between nodes and edges: v is an 
outgoing edge of u, and u is an incoming edge of u, respectively. In this way one can see 
that, indeed, MSO, is the class of graph languages that are monadic second-order 
definable in a logical language with both node and edge quantification. 
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We now turn to PREG, . A projection h is a mapping h: B-+C. For every symbol 
a not in B we define h(a)=a. For every graph g we define the graph h(g) to 
be (V,, E,,p, f3), where p(e)=(u, h(u), u) if &e)=(u,a, u), for every eEES, and 
O(u)= h(B,(u)) for every UE V,. It is now not difficult to see that PREG, is the smallest 
class of graph languages closed under intersection, difference, and all projections, and 
containing the following +-elementary languages (for every alphabet A, and every a, 
bEA): 
- GR(A), 
_ L,(u, out, b) = (g EGR(A) 1 g has an a-labeled node with a b-labeled outgoing edge), 
and 
_ LA(u, in, b)= {gtzGR(A) 1 g has a b-labeled node with an u-labeled incoming edge}. 
It is easy to see that the languages LA(a, loop, a) = (gEGR(A) 1 g has an a-labeled 
edge) are superfluous as +-elementary languages. 
Using Theorem 6.1, it should be clear that Theorem 8.1 can again be relativized to 
all graph properties that are “label-independent”, i.e. that are preserved by all (node 
and edge) projections. All properties mentioned at the end of Section 6, except the last, 
are label-independent. 
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